Nazdar’s Online Pantone® Simulation Formula Guide Color Matching System

ColorStar® Online provides a fast and easy way for Nazdar Ink customers to acquire starting ink formulas for Pantone® color matches, calculate ink usage for a particular job, or work off existing ink inventory.

Just visit www.nazdar.com/colorstar. Then simply select a ColorStar procedure:

- **Ink Formulas**
  Find the percentages of components necessary to create a starting formula.

- **ColorStar Calculator**
  ColorStar can quickly calculate formulations by unit, by number of prints, or by print area.

- **Workoff Conversion**
  Calculate the most efficient way to create a color match using your existing inventory of Nazdar inks.

- **It’s fast, it’s simple, and it makes your job easier. Try ColorStar Online today!**

www.nazdar.com/ColorStar
The Tools to Increase Efficiency, Eliminate Waste, Reduce Set-up Time, and Increase Profits

**ColorStar® Pro 2.0**
- Enhanced calculation field provides accurate quantity-usage predictions using exact parameters based on specific mesh and/or coverage data.
- Accurate quantity predictions mean accurate job costing.
- Stores the print parameters for each formula, reducing costly set-up time for repeat jobs.
- Expanded capabilities with updated ink lines.
- Auto saving function for all data entries.
- Allows you to accurately weigh Pantone® and custom formulas consistently.
- Creates database of custom colors.
- Price: $280

**ColorStar® CheckWeigh System**
- Complete ink formula system, including iBlend software, desktop PC system, black & white laser printer, and a Mettler Toleda scale that can weigh small lab batches up to 5 gallon containers.
- Option available to add additional lab scale for smaller batch and sample mixing.
- Automatically corrects for overpours.
- Capacity to integrate with automated systems that dispense inks into stationary containers.
- Contact Nazdar for pricing and information on customized features.